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4 of 4 people found the following review helpful. Your key to look like a pain
expert without excess confusion and timeBy Christopher F. AmsdenNoone
deserves 5 stars but this one is a gem, and is closer to 5 than a 4 alright. If you
wanted to fake being a doctor of pain medicine and had no training, this is
definitely the book you would want. This, plus a good atlas of injection techniques
for fluoro, and another for US would get you started. Pretty easy to understand, to
the point, covers a lot of subjects. Or, if you were in family practice or IM, and
wanted to learn enough to talk to the local pain doc, maybe show him or her up a
little, this book would be your key.However, it does cover quite a number of
topics that are not reimbursable - I guess that is good as I believe in some of them,
like discography in certain situations, or pulse RF - but some clarification that the
approaches are for practical purposes tough to do in reality would be a help.Didn't
agree with some of the statements / ideas. However, I've been doing pain since
'90, and on reading the book I find a bunch of knowledge that I was not aware of
before. It is only a couple of years or so to the next edition, most likely. However,
unless you know all there is to know about pain, I'd buy this book anyway.8 of 8
people found the following review helpful. Great Review of Pain MedicineBy
drsI'm Board Certified in Pain Medicine will be taking the ABA Recertification
test later this year. This book is an excellent enjoyable up to date review of the
subject. When I initially took the ABA test 9 years ago, there was no core text that
was anywhere near as good. I actually read a good part of the then current Bonica
text to prepare for the exam in addition to doing different banks of questions. This
book, as many reviewers have noted, is really the best cover to cover read in our
field. Personally, I do not like the current edition of Bonica as much as the
previous one, as it looses sight of the forest for the trees in many of the subjects
covered, which I didn't feel was the case previously. This book, on the other hand,
is a good balance between giving an overview of each subject with an appropriate
amount of details. This book is an excellent text book as well as a review for the
ABA test. It will also be useful for lecture preperation. For ABA test candidates, I
would recommend this book together with PainExam.com the Dannemiller
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